A Republican Speaks

By Sam Reed

In the course of this four-part pre-election series, the facts have been put forth and the negative allegations stated in the Democratic column and the negative statements in the Republican column have stirred a wide response on the WSU campus.

On the Republican side, it has been demonstrated that Governor Laughlin has provided such outstanding leadership that he definitely deserves to have a positive, supportive legislature to replace the negative, obstructionist Democrat. He also deserves to have Republican colleagues in the Governor's office with whom he will work rather than against him.

Nationally, Lyndon Johnson and the rest of the Democrats who were swept into office in '64 have fed their appeal that the American people have become more and more disillusioned with their uninspiring leadership.

Outstanding Record

The Republican governors have established such an outstanding record (especially when compared to the mediocrity of Democratic governors) that then there will be no doubt that Republican candidates could win in Oregon, Nevada, New Mexico, California, Alaska, Wyoming, Colorado, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Maine, Connecticut, New York, Rhode Island, Maryland, Georgia, Arkansas, Arizona, Nebraska, and Minnesota. These governorships are crucially important for building party strength (as has tended to happen in Washington) and for proving the competence of state government as a vital partner in the federal system.

The great prospects of the GOP in the Congressional, gubernatorial, legislative, and court races is even continued to the precinct communities. By the way, Seattle, for example, there are Republicans filed for 1,665 positions with 592 being contested. The lethargic Democrats, on the other hand, have 1,210 precincts in King County even without one Republican filed.

Obligatories

Two years ago, Nov., 1964, many writers were predicting the demise of the Republican Party. Now, two years later, the following comment by Tom Wicker, the Washington correspondent for the New York Times, is quite typical: he suggested the possibility of a "running jump into the future... with attractive young men like GORELICK, love, and Evans, Mayor Lindsay, or Maurice P. Tuft, and Brooke, against the increasing tides of power from Labor, Administration, and its unpopular leader, the more appearance of such candidates, together with their youth, might provide something of the fresh breeze that John Kennedy once brought to American politics."

Taken Initiative

All over the country, the Republican Party has taken the initiative and has become the innovating force in local, state, and federal national races. There have not been among the youth, the intellectuals, and the party workers, a greater degree of Republican willingness to seek out new ideas, re-examine old assumptions, and not only welcome academicians but strongly and actively support them in their positions paper tasks and such.

Tired of the same old levels who have been offering the same solutions for decades, the American people will go to the polls next Tuesday to substitute for the fresh and imaginative thinking, and the intelligent and inspiring leadership of the Republican Party.

A Democrat Speaks

Editorial Page — The University And The Draft Board

An article in today's Evergreen tells of the University of Oregon's policy towards releasing a student's grade point average to that student's draft board. The faculty voted at a closed meeting that the g.p.a. can only be released when the student requests it; that the University not supply the draft boards with any hint of how a student is doing academically; and that the practice of computing rank order of students be discontinued and that they instead be placed in a certain quarter of their class standing.

Mrs. Joyce Parr, assistant to the registrar and supervisor of the Selective Service, said that the WSU Registrar's Office will send information to draft boards only at the request of the student. She explained that they usually send out the student's rank--what quarter of his class he is in. This is based on grade point average. The increasing demand for men to fight in the war in Vietnam and for other related needs has resulted in a depletion of young men willing to enlist in the armed services. Formerly they were the "buffer" which allowed college men to assume a relatively more nonchalant attitude towards the draft while they were in school. Now, however, draft boards are looking more and more longingly towards the college man as an answer to the military shortage.

We hold the opinion that it is not the responsibility of a college or university to provide local draft boards with detailed information about a student, and it is hoped that they don't succumb to increasing pressure from the draft boards. We further hope that WSU and the University of Oregon's attitude towards releasing academic information to draft boards is typical of that throughout the nation.

P. Clark
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